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Greetings from the PRO desk. As the world is on the brink of triumph over COVID 19 tabling activities are 
slowly and cautiously inching up. While we all gear up for a staggering number of activities as soon as a cure 
is found I request all associations to send articles along with pictures on any tabling activity they feel will 
motivate and keep the spirits high of our readers across the globe high. Please send a writeup along with 
pictures on  pro@round-table.org

This edition of the newsletter contains 
- 3 years Strategic plan for Round Table International by Vice President Graham Cornelissen
- Regional update by NEA Chairman MercelloCucinotta
- TABLER.WORLD update by Daniel Steffen
- Intriguing plans of RTI University by Jayant Agrawal
- Article and Photographs of awesome activities happening in RT Canada and RT Denmark 
- Details of the first Councillors Meeting of RTI. 
- The phenomenal success of the first Social Media Training.
- Answers of the 1st RTI Newsletter Quiz
- 2nd RTI Newsletter Quiz

VINAY 
AGARWAL

RTI PRO



- Exciting news about RTI Facebook.
- Digital Content Creating or RTI – Update by Paul Hoeksema
- RTI World Meet 2021 details.
- Voice of a tabler survey. 
- Advertisement opportunity in RTI Newsletter 

Friends Round Table International newsletter is an incredible opportunity to advertise your 
profession/business with like minded people across the world, please find the details in this magazine for 
the same. 

For any help, comments, feedback and/or advice for the PRO and Social Media team, please get in touch.

Vinay Agarwal
Public Relations Officer
Round Table International

pro@round-table.org
+919229231111



GRAHAM 
CORNELISSEN
RTI VICE PRESIDENT

Dear Brothers
It has been seven weeks since I stepped into the role as your international Vice President. Last month I 
wrote about the reason as to why I stood for this role.  This month, I am sharing our three-year strategic plan 
outlining our core efforts and areas of focus.

One of the primary responsibilities of the Vice President is to take responsibility for the planning and 
updating the overall 3-year plan of RTI, including expansion related projects. With the assistance of Past RTI 
President, Jeroen de Graaf, the OGSM model framework was refined and presented to the floor councillors 
at the beginning of October.  

Our primary focus for the next month will be to support men’s health with our partnership with the 
Movember Foundation as well as expanding awareness of Round Table to new members via the 
#EachOneBringsOne initiative.  We will also be rolling our three-year plans on a regional basis at the end of 
November.

The main goal of creating this long term strategic plan is to set ourselves a clear end goal to work towards.  



We as a board are committed to achieving these goals and will report back on our progress during the RTI 
Half Year and World Meetings.  This rolling plan will be updated by my successor to ensure that we always 
have a clear picture of where we are heading.

Before closing, please take 5 to 10 minutes and complete the RTI Voice of Tabler survey.  We are looking 
forward to your feedback that will shape our future even more.

ROUND TABLE GROWS WITH QUALITY MEMBERS

ROUND TABLE INTERNATIONAL
3-year Strategic Plan

2020 to 2022



WE POSITION OURSELVES FOR THE FUTURE

OUR SERVICE IS FELT ON A GLOBAL SCALE

RTI HYM 2021 Secretary



Hello brothers,
 I was invited to RT-4 Vaasa 2013. In Vaasa, Finland we have three RT and three LC clubs with approx. 120 
members, and we also work side by side with Old Tablers (41 Club) and Tangent Club. I consider this is an 
exceptional number of clubs and members to a city with only 60,000 people.
 
With this information I want to show the potential which we can together achieve anywhere and get more 
members to join our organization. This year has been challenging, but in the RTI world we want to cherish 
and spread the word about what we do, and who we are. I am proud of belonging to Round Table and would 
like to have more like minded people to share this experience and privilege.
 
In RTI we have set a target this year that. ”each one, bring one” - In my home club we are constantly following 
the age structure and keep the balance in the amount of Tablers to avoid such situations, where we would 
face a panic to get new members. We prefer to plan and keep this in our mind constantly. This is to be kept in 
mind on a national level, regional level and finally on an international level.

MARCELLO 
CUCINOTTA

NEA Chairman 20-21



 When I was elected to RT, I immediately became interested in the international side of RT.
In 2017, I was elected as IRO of Finland and had the honor of representing Finland to the world.
I traveled every week, but I also understood that if I was to be able to represent Finland, I had to get to know 
our brothers in Finland, so I decided to go to as many national events as possible as well. 
 
In my current position as NEAR chairman I have had the advantage of traveling in my earlier position and 
getting to know many of our brothers. This was also something I had planned to continue during my 
chairman time, but so far because of the traveling limitations I have only had the opportunity to visit AGM of 
our neighboring country Estonia. In NEA region we have strong associations with long history, but we also 
have smaller associations which need all the support. This year in NEAR we have had such great milestones 
as the 30th anniversary of RT Estonia, 50th anniversary of RT Iceland and the 80th anniversary of the oldest 
association in our region, RT Denmark.
 
I also see that we have great opportunities in the Americas area - the latest initiative from RT Americas side 
is in Mexico, where we have already nine brothers in Cancun area and nine brothers in Mexico City. We have 
established a group which is having contact with them actively.
 
When I was elected NEAR Chairman in Tallinn in 2019, you would never have imagined that it would be such 
a challenging time.  What can you do in a crisis like this that involves the whole world?  One can try to turn 
away the impending panic feeling and turn the attitude into positive.
 
In RTI we work hard and try to enjoy the time and support your brothers. It is not the same as I had thought 
because I have not had the opportunity to even meet the brothers that you work with daily and traveling has 
not happened.  Although it is challenging, we try our very best to grow and "Lead the change".  
I hope that members will contact me and ask for help if there is something you wonder or just want to chat 
about daily things.  It is important to be in touch with the brothers in these challenging times.
 
Some things that you did not maybe know about me:
 
• I was born in Finland, but I also have Italian nationality and therefore I have had the honor of playing floor 
ball in the Italian national team for seven years.
• I speak 5 languages fluently: Finnish, Swedish, English, Italian and German.
• My nickname is Limoncello.
• I am also the Vice IRO of Ital �
 
Follow me!
Instagram: @marcello_cucinotta and @roundtablelimoncello
Contact me: neachairman@round-table.org
 
Looking forward of hearing of you and seeing you brothers.



Dear friends,
TABLER.WORLD is not a sprint - it is a marathon. And every year we take a deep breath to further develop 
our new digital home. We are especially proud that AGORA International has recently joined the .World 
ecosystem. Soon we will be complete. All five clubs under one roof. We are proud of this. Furthermore, a lot 
has happened in the last few weeks: LCI has now opened Circler.World for us. We can now find each other's 
members and get in contact with them (of course taking into account all privacy settings). Furthermore, the 
ladies will soon also use our app. A milestone on our digital way to side-by-side. For those who would like to 
know what's new in TABLER.WORLD, a new module "Latest Releases" will soon provide detailed 
information about current developments. And in future TABLER.WORLD will inform you automatically by 
email about the possibilities TABLER.WORLD offers for the respective board function when you get your 
chains. It is also great that we are in talks with RT The Netherlands, RT Great Britain & Ireland, RT France, RT 
Denmark and RT India. We are already looking forward to find our brothers in TABLER.WORLD in the near 
future!

But that is not all. We are working as the whole Round Table Family on further new modules and features. It 

DANIEL 
STEFFEN

TABLER.WORLD 
Manager 2020-2021



remains exciting every day and I am looking forward to tell you more about it at the HYM in Sri LankaBut until 
then I have one request: you are or know nerds, IT professionals, project managers or simply passionate 
tablers who want to make not only the world but also our digital home a little bit better? We are looking for 
exactly you! We need exactly you! Help us and create the future of TABLER.WORLD! If you are interested or 
know the perfect tabler for this, get in touch with me and we will find a task for you - I promise!

YIT



JAYANT
AGRAWAL
RTI University 

Manager

RTI UNIVERSITY
Motive
For the past 93 years since established, Round Table has crafted young men from all walks of life into 
fine Gentlemen,  who have gone on to do bigger and better things in and for the society. From being 
Motivational Speakers to Stand up comedians and from Movie Superstar to active politicians who've 
reached as high at Prime Minister – Tablers have made waves in all professional arena. 
Thus as we strive ahead in Community Service and Fellowship, addition of this facet is linked to 
personality development of an individual. Along with it, it can help in learning, enhancing our outlook in 
tabling related matters as well as other industry matter along with sharpening the personal skills and 
knowledge. Leadership and Personal Development Program inspires to unleash the leader in you and 
exercise your power of mind.



1)  RTI Board Training
This year for the first time, a formal training program for the RTI Board Members along with the board 
assistants by professional facilitators was conducted. OT Himanshu Gupta and OT Narender Agrawal 
along with our Past Presidents RTI Jerone, Kaj, Yann and Majid facilitated the whole 11 hours program. 
The aim was to enhance the knowledge base along with build in strong dynamics of team building and 
team work. It  also involved role specific training focusing on planning, execution, communication 
channel and clear understanding of authority and responsibility of each individual member. 

2) Association Training
Various associations specially smaller ones with less members and are striving to grow further are 
requiring various kinds of training for tabling matters. This facet shall help them in organizing the same 
with coordination with experienced facilitators and trainers. We shall also have experience sharing 
programs from seasoned tablers and help them in enhancing the tabling culture in their country.
 Certain programs at the regional level will also be organized. We shall also be focusing on organizing 
IRO's and Vice President's Training Program which will help them to be better prepared as they take 
over the important roles in their association leadership.

Social Media Training in the month of October got good response with participation from 13 
associations. We also plan to have a Treasurer's training in December and Secretary's training in 
January. 

3) RTI Table Talk
Round Table International’s Talk Show focuses on tablers and non tablers that have made a difference 
and continue to do so. Participant will join us to talk about their experience and discuss and share about 
their journey till where they are today. We  might be having some industry expert for better showcasing 
as well. The aim of the show shall be to provide motivational and inspirational words to the fellow 
tablers. First episode of the same is going to be released in November. Taking this opportunity if any of 
the association have contact and want some one to be showcased request them to be in touch 
personally.

4) Webinars
Covid – 19 situation has given all of us a new dimension in life with the virtual world. Embracing the 
virtual reality, RTI in its aim to provide some benefits to its members will be organizing different 
webinars with Fellow Tablers, Industry leaders and experts across the world. We shall be promoting 
tablers who are experts as well as non tabler industry experts for the same. We aim to have it frequently 
taking different aspects of the economy and industry.

The various facets in RTI University are:



5) Leadership Conclave
All of us are would have consensus, tablers can learn more when we physically meet and have a 
program with fantabulus fellowships. The Leadership Conclave is a physically present program, where 
different experts, trainers and facilitators are going to be invited and a LAPD ( Leadership and 
Personality Development ) session will be organized. The same will have fellowships and will be 
organized at a proximity location for most of the member associations. However, looking at the current 
scenario, we might be doing a small subject focused training through professionals online as well. 

6) Voice of Tabler Survey
The Survey aims to bridge the gap between the RTI Board as well as floor tablers internationally. 
Learning more about the satisfaction and behaviorally attitude of tablers with respect to tabling will be 
sorted through it. A formal analysis by an expert will be done for the data received and shall be provided 
to the International board as well as association specific on request of the particular association board. 
The survey is launched and hoping for a encouraging and valuable feedback.

7) University Tie Ups
Being a young men club, we always aim to stride forward to learn and explore more opportunities which 
shall help us in future endeavors. Putting the similar target, RTI University shall get in touch with 
renowned colleges and universities across the world and try to get some special offers on various 
training courses, modular learning as well as other learning programs. Enhancing the personal skills 
and  knowledge and providing leadership and personality development opportunity will be the focus 
area.

8) Scent of Change – Life Touching Stories
Many  tablers in their tabling journey have experience events which has put up an significant impact in 
one's life. We want to consolidate such stories which actually has been life changing, life touching or an 
effort from someone which was beyond their normal boundaries or capacity. We want to live the spirit of 
" Tablers are brothers from other mothers." Having a consolidated story book might be really useful for 
future reference and also strengthen our philosophy of brotherhood and fellowship. 



It is now the start of our fourth year as a Round 
Table club in Canada. Starting a year with 
Covid-19 numbers rising is difficult especially 
as we head into our winter months where we 
anticipate the numbers to spike. That being 
said, last month, before it really started to get 
bad, we were able to kick the year off with a 
meet up in person and start the year off with 
optimism and fellowship. On a windy day we 
found ourselves on a hike at Devil’s Punchbowl 
along the Niagara Escarpment in Hamilton, 
ON.

We were joined by a fellow 41ers as well as our 
first prospect for the year. The hike was then 
followed by our first official business meeting 
at a nearby restaurant called Baranga’s on the 
Beach which looks like a Mediterranean 
beachfront. We ate Greek food and talked 
about the future of the club.

ROUND TABLE CANADA



This year we aim to raise money for both Movember, as we did last year, as well as money to buy food for 
a local food bank and help feed the homeless. We have three mandates this year: Grow our club to 
sustainable levels, help with establishing new clubs in Canada, and help LC gain steam in Canada so 
we can have our sister club to grow alongside RT.
On that note we do have some things heating up as the winter approaches. In the cities of Vancouver, 
Montreal, and Calgary we now have members who are looking to put in the work to build the clubs and 
establish those cities as the next RT club in Canada. We are still going strong in Toronto and always 
looking to grow in this region



For further contact details please use the following:
- For Vancouver, British Columbia : vancouver@roundtablecanada.club
- For Calgary, Alberta : calgary@roundtablecanada.club
- For Toronto, Ontario : toronto@roundtablecanada.club
- For Montreal, Quebec : montreal@roundtablecanada.club

We hope to see you all soon either online or in person. Stay safe and stay healthy.
YiT,

Tasso Kostalas
Chairman, Round Table 1 Toronto



Dear Tablers,
2020 has been a seminal year. As tablers we know the value and importance 
of networks between people, clubs, and countries. Yet, the world-wide 
outbreak of COVID-19 has proved that connectedness also can yield 
negative consequences.

This year we were excited to host Round Table World Meeting. It would have 
been truly special for us to welcome tablers from all around the world, in 
order to celebrate and accelerate international connections. Especially 
since Round Table Denmark celebrate its 80-year anniversary this year.
The inaugural Danish club - the first outside UK - was established in 1936, 
and Round Table Denmark organized in 1940. Now we have app. 2300 
active members in 131 clubs, two of which chartered last year, and additional 
clubs are expected this year.

In Round Table Denmark we have long and proud traditions of facilitating networks between young 
professionals. We think that the Danish way of tabling consists of being true to our valued traditions of 
Round Table, while being open to adoptions, adaptions, and improvements. 
One such innovation is that we recently redefined our articles of association, such that the substantial 
amount of our surplus is donated to charity. Every year we decide on a charity for the following year’s 
donation from a range of proposals from member clubs. The club(s) whose charity is selected 
subsequently spearhead the nationwide initiative. The money we raise is not only from the 

ROUND TABLE DENMARK



organization surplus, but mainly from member-driven activities, such as auctions, as well as sale of pins 
and other merchandise.

In 2018/19 we donated 50.000 EUR to Knæk Cancer (a nationwide effort to raise money for cancer 
research culminating in a televised event), in 2019/20 we raised 35.000 EUR for Mio, the Greenlandic 
national advocacy center working for children’s rights. This year we are raising money for Cystisk 
Fibrose Foreningen, a Danish charity helping patients with cystic fibrosis. This is an illness that several 
of our members experience from close quarters, either by being patients themselves or having a child 
with the illness.
Aside from our annual project, Round Table Denmark also team up with Ladies Circle Denmark in order 
to contribute to the Julegavekonvoj (en: Convoy of Christmas gifts) similar to the German 
“Weihnachtspäckchenkonvoi”, where we collect and send gifts from Denmark to poverty-stricken 
children in Eastern Europe.

See, despite the negative consequences of COVID-19, networking and connectedness can also yield 
positive outcomes. As tablers we have the platform, and thus the responsibility, to keep up the positive 
dialogue through our close connections to each other. This is our belief in Round Table Danmark, and 
we will continue to let our voices be heard, albeit temporarily muffled by face
masks.

On behalf of Round Table Danmark

Jesper Tanggaard Schmidt
Public Relations Officer



1ST COUNCILLORS MEETING WAS HELD 
ON ZOOM AT 17 H00 CEST ON THE 3RD OF OCTOBER 2020



KEY POINTS DISCUSSED WERE 
THE THREE-YEAR RTI PLAN    

     a)  Each one brings one   
     b)  Grow Table by one – Annual Challenge    
     c)  Guidelines and other assistance     

     500 Good Stories     
     Voice of Tabler Survey     

Constitutional Working Group     
Topics to be addressed     
Guidelines and CoC  

MEMBERSHIP 
GROWTH 
PROJECTS     

E-CLUBS        

RTI UNIVERSITY       

GLOBAL 
SERVICE 
PROJECT

Branding and PRO assistance to associations  

Corporate Identity of RTI

Website and Social Media Update    

RTI Shop       

Tabler.Worldengagement     

Minutes of AGM and Constitutional updates   

Capitation fees   



Keeping ourselves aligned with the theme of the 
year "Lead The Change", RTI Board for the first 
time decided to conduct the Social Media Training 
for the Floor. Our PRO Team lead by Vinay, Paul 
and Vishal and IT Manager Gaurav, after much 
deliberations with the active participation of 
Shankey Bansal ( LAPD Convener, RT INDIA), were 
able to organize a fruitful, knowledgeable and 
value addition  training program.

Understanding the new reality and importance of 
digitalization in tabling, social media training was 
focused more on the a im of  GROWING 
TOGETHER. Shankey being an expert threw 
valuable insights about social media platforms like 
Facebook, Instagram and Linked in. Many aspects 
were shown and shared with live demo. The whole 
training was basically focused in three objectives, 
Finding and increasing the member base, 
Attracting Corporate Sponsors and Increasing the 
reach of the Associations Digitally.

IT was an interactive two hours session with active 
participation from RTI Board and representation 
from about 13 associations. Certain highlights and 
important points about RTI Branding Guidelines 
and Dos and Donts' in Social Media was shared. 
Giving importance to associations website, IT 

THE SOCIAL 
MEDIA 
TRAINING

Jayant Agrawal
RTI University Manager



Team also offered the members in doing a complete website audit and showed a demo on RT Nepal. 
The feedback received from participants after the training was overwhelming and shows the interest 
and importance of fellow tablers with Leadership and Personality Development aspects in RTI. 



ROUND TABLE INTERNATIONAL
is eagerly awaiting

Fill the Voice of a tabler survey
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JANUARY NEWSLETTER
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1- Which of the following did Louis Marchesi take 
up as a job when he was sixteen.

 a- Reception of the wounded soldiers.
 b- Working at the restaurant.
 c- Working at a club.
 b- At a travel agency.

 Correct Answer is a- Reception of the 
wounded soldiers.

2- When was the first informal meeting for the 
discussion of the club which will later known 
as Round Table held

 a- 2ndFeb 1924
 b- 25th Nov 1927
 c- 22nd Nov 1926
 d- 23rdDec 1925

 Correct Answer is c- 22nd Nov 1926

3- Where did the inaugural meeting of Norwich 
Round Table 1 took place (Page 43)

 a- 32 Prince of Wales Road
 b- Suckling House 

 Correct Answer is  b- Suckling House 

4- Refer to the Question 2. The minutes of this 
meeting had the heading. (Page 29)

 a- There were no minutes this was an informal 
meeting

 b- Round Table.
 c- Young men’s club.
 d- The Proposed Young Business and 

Professional Men’s Club. 

 Correct Answer is  d- The Proposed Young 
Business and Professional Men’s Club. 

5- What was the strength of proposed Norwich 
Round Table 1 before inauguration (Page 43)

 a- 40
 b- 18 with 2 on waiting list  
 c- 32 with 8 on waiting list
 b- 38 with 12 on waiting list

 Correct Answer is b- 38 with 12 on waiting 
list



RTI NEWSLETTER QUIZ VOLUME TWO

RT India

RT Luxembourg 

RT Germany

RT Southern Africa

• Name*

• Email address

• Country*

• Club Number*

The tabler that wins the maximum number of the quiz will be recognized by RTI President at world 
meet 2021 with a special RTI Branded gift.
Stay tuned for the next issue for the answers of Vol 2.
*Required

1. As the founding association, RTBI has been the godmother association of 12 other associations. 
Who has been godmother of the most associations afterthat?

2. How many Tablers (members) did we have as at the RTIWM 2020?

VOLUME TWO QUIZ - 2
You can fill the quiz before 25th Nov 2020 on - quiz.round-table.org 

mailto:pro@round-table.org


Bournemou

Norwich

Birmingham

London

20 February

14March

21March

1 July

5. Round Table started in Winchester in 1927. Where did Ladies Circle start?

4. When is RTI Day?

RT Germany

RT Southern Africa

RT Germany and RT Southern 

Africa RT International

3. Who was the godmother association of RT Israel?



RTI FACEBOOK PAGE GOES BLUE
We have also successfully verified Round Table International Facebook Page and gained a blue 
checkmark (badge) appearing next to our Facebook Page. 
It's Benefits:
1. Facebook’s blue verification checkmark signifies the authenticity of a global brand or 
organization.
2. Round Table International Facebook page will rank higher in search results.
3. It will signify to users that the Facebook Page is legitimate. 
4. Verification also provides implied endorsement and stature

LIKED More... FOLLOWED More...

SOCIAL MEDIA



THE CREATIVE SIDE....
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ARABIAN GULF 
AUSTRALIA 

AUSTRIA BANGLADESH 
BELGIUM 

BOTSWANA BULGARIA CANADA 

CYPRUS 

DENMARK 
EASTERN AFRICA 

ESTONIA 

FINLAND 
FRANCE GERMANY GIBRALTAR 

HONGKONG 

HUNGARY 

ICELAND 

INDIA 
 ISRAEL 

ITALY

LATVIA 

LITHUANIA 

LUXEMBOURG 

MADAGASCAR 

MALAWI 
MALAYSIA  MALTA MAURITIUS 

MOLDOVA 
MONACO 

MOROCCO 

NEPAL 

NEW ZEALAND 

NIGERIA 

NORWAY 

PHILIPPINES 

PORTUGAL 

ROMANIA 

RUSSIA 

SAN MARINO 

SENEGAL
SEYCHELLES 
SINGAPORE 

SRI LANKA 

 SURINAM 

 SWEDEN 
 SWITZERLANDTHE NETHERLANDS 

TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO 

TUNESIA 

UK 

USA 
ZAMBIA 

ZIMBABWE

SOUTH AFRICA 
FOR ADVERTISEMENTS AND OTHER INFO PLEASE CONTACT

VINAY AGARWAL
PRO, RT INTERNATIONAL 2020-21

pro@round-table.org 
91 9229231111

www.round-table.org

• Arabian Gulf • Australia • Austria 
• Bangladesh • Belgium • Botswana 

• Bulgaria • Canada • Cyprus 
• Denmark • Eastern Africa 
• Estonia • Finland • France 

• Germany • Gibraltar • Hongkong 
• Hungary • Iceland • India 

• Israel • Italy • Latvia • Lithuania 
• Luxembourg • Madagascar • Malawi 

• Malaysia • Malta • Mauritius 
• Moldova • Monaco • Morocco 
• Nepal • New Zealand • Nigeria 
• Norway • Philippines • Portugal 
• Romania • Russia • San Marino 

• Senegal • Seychelles • Singapore 
• South Africa • Sri Lanka • Surinam 

• Sweden • Switzerland • The Netherlands 
• Trinidad and Tobago • Tunesia 

• UK • USA • Zambia • Zimbabwe


